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The code PPPath estimates the uncertainty of the location of path lines in a two-
dimensional steady state confined or unconfined aquifer flow due to the uncertainty of the 
spatially variable unconditional hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity field. The 
method is based on the semi-analytical theory given in Stauffer et al. (2002, 2004). One 
application is the uncertainty estimation of the catchment of a pumping well by 
considering the boundary path lines starting at a stagnation point. In this method the advective 
transport of particles is considered, based on the velocity field. In the case of a well catchment 
backtracking is calculated for the reversed velocity field. Spatial variability of hydraulic 
conductivity K or transmissivity T is simulated by observing a mean value (geometric mean) 
and an isotropic exponential covariance function of Y=ln(K) or Y=ln(T) with variance σ2

Y 
and correlation length ΙY. 
 
PPPath provides post-processing of path line computation using PROCESSING 
MODFLOW (PMWIN5, Chiang and Kinzelbach, 2001) and PMPATH (included in 
PMWIN5). PPPath needs as input the MODFLOW input files BAS.DAT and BCF.DAT and 
one PMPATH export file listing various cell velocities. Furthermore it needs a file 
containing the path line’s coordinates and times. 
 
The uncertainty of the location of the path line is expressed as lateral second moment 
(variance) of the location of a moving particle. At the starting point an initial value of the 
lateral variance has to be provided. In the case of a well catchment the lateral variance at the 
stagnation point can be estimated using the empirical approach suggested by Stauffer et al. 
(2004). A relatively general case with one well is shown in Fig. 1, with water divide and two 
stagnation points S1 and S2. The following cases are distinguished: 

1. For a stagnation point of type S1 (Fig. 1) located downstream of the well with recharge 
rate N>0 a rough estimation for the initial variance is a function of the pumping rate Qw 
and the recharge rate N. Values Qw and N can be provided in the parameter file 
DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT. 

2. For a stagnation point of type S1 (Fig. 1) located downstream of the well without 
recharge (N=0) a rough estimate for the initial variance is a function of the distance 
between well and stagnation point. Local coordinates of the well can be provided in the 
parameter file DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT. 

3. For a stagnation point of type S2 (Fig. 1, located upstream of the well at the water 
divide and with N>0 an estimate for the initial variance is a function of the distance w 
of the stagnation point to the closest fixed head boundary. A value for w can be 
provided in the parameter file DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT. 



Anyway, the initial lateral variance can be determined by any appropriate method. PPPath is 
compiled with Compaq Visual Fortran 6 running on a PC under Windows 2000. The file 
PPPath.exe is to be located in the directory containing all required data input files. 
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Figure 1  Schematic catchment of a pumping well with in a homogeneous aquifer with water 

divide and two stagnation points S1 and S2. 
 
 
Procedure in detail 
 

1. Establish a steady state confined or unconfined groundwater model of your problem 
using PMWIN5. Note that constant equivalent hydraulic conductivity or 
transmissivity values should be used in PMWIN5. Solve the flow problem. 

2. Run PMPATH (included in PMWIN5). Perform particle tracking for path line(s). In 
the case of a well catchment recharge should be treated as a distributed source (in Menu 
Options of PMPATH → Particle tracking (Time) → RCH/EVT Options). Use the 
appropriate direction for particle transport (e. g., backward movement). The time step 
and the number of time steps should be appropriate (avoid thousands of time steps if 
unnecessary). 

3. Using PMPATH the file containing the cell velocities has to be written within the menu 
‘Save velocities as: VELOCITIES.DAT. 

4. The track(s) should be saved as follows: In PMPATH containing particle tracks chose 
‘Save plot as’ format MODPATH, and save the information on a data file, e. g., 
PATHLINE. 

5. Parameters used by PPPath can be provided by writing an ASCEE-file named 
DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT (see below). These parameters contain values for the 
variance and correlation length of Y=ln(K), and parameters required to determine the 
initial second transversal moment of the particle trajectory. 

6. Run PPPath.exe. The output files like RESULT1.DAT, RESULT2.DAT etc. are result 
file for each path line. The numbers (1, 2, …9) indicate the path line number. 

 
 
Input data files: 
 

• BAS.DAT is a MODFLOW input file. 

• BCF.DAT is a MODFLOW input file. 

• VELOCITIES.DAT can be written in PMPATH using the menu ‘Save velocities as’. 
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• PATHLINE can be written in PMPATH using the menu ‘Save plot as: Format 
MODPATH’ (not PMPATH). The MODPATH format uses local coordinates according 
to the finite difference grid. 

• DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT is an ASCEE-file containing the following 
parameters (Table 1): 
 Variance σY

2 of Y=ln(K) or ln(T) [-] 
 Correlation length IY of Y=ln(K) or ln(T) [L] 
 Initial second transversal moment [L2] 
 Recharge rate N [L/T] 
 Pumping rate of well Qw [L3/T] 
 x-coordinate of well xw [L] 
 y-coordinate of well yw [L] 
 Distance w between stagnation point S2 and fixed head boundary [L]. 

The symbol L is the length unit; and T is the time unit. Nevertheless the correct 
sequence of the parameters has to be met. The parameters are used to provide default 
values for the variance σY

2and the correlation length IY and various parameters used to 
estimate the initial lateral variance of the particle’s location. Note that not all parameters 
are used since their use depends on the case under consideration (see above). 
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0.1  \ Variance of Y=ln(K) or ln(T) [-] 
100.0  \ Correlation length of Y=ln(K) or ln (T) [L] 
220.0  \ Initial second transversal moment [L**2] 
0.001  \ Recharge rate [L/T] 
432.0  \ Pumping rate of well [L**3/T] 
495.0  \ x-coordinate of well [L] 
305.0  \ y-coordinate of well [L] 
3000.0  \ Distance w between stagnation point S 2 and fixed head boundary [L]
e 1 Example for the ASCEE type parameter file DEFAULT_PARAMETER.DAT. 

put data files 

result file(s) (ASCEE file) RESULT1.DAT (or RESULT2.DAT etc., or according to the 
en name in PPPath) contain(s) the particle trajectory polygon (x and y), and the 
sponding location of points along the uncertainty bandwidth, and the lateral variance of 
article location. The uncertainty bandwidth is estimated by twice the standard deviation 
d on the lateral variance of the particle’s location, by assuming a Gaussian probability 
ity of the particle’s location. The endpoints of the bandwidth are calculated normal to the 
ctory to both sides of the trajectory (Fig. 2). The information for each point along the 
cle trajectory is typed in columns from left to right as follows: 

jectory) [L], y (trajectory) [L], x (side 1 of uncertainty bandwidth) [L], y (side 1) [L], x 
 2) [L], y (side 2) [L], lateral variance of particle location [L2] 

efore the uncertainty bandwidth contains the location of the path line with a probability 
out 95%. 
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Figure 2 Mean path line (particle’s trajectory) with 95% uncertainty bandwidth (twice the 

standard deviation of the particle’s location to each side). 
 
 
Remarks 
 
The method is conceived for a variable hydraulic conductivity or transmissivity field, which is 
characterized by a mean value and a variance of Y=ln(K) or ln(T). Therefore, the hydraulic 
conductivity or transmissivity in the MODFLOW application corresponds to the (geometric) 
mean Y. In the case of a multi-zone application the method can strictly only be applied within 
a single zone with enough lateral distance to neighbouring zones. 
 
The proposed method for the estimation of the uncertainty of the location of the path line is an 
approximation. It assumes that the distance of the path line to a boundary is more than 
about twice the correlation length IY. If the distance is smaller, the uncertainty might be 
overestimated. However, a certain minimum distance to a boundary is anyway necessary in 
order to assume a Gaussian probability density of the particle’s location given its variance. 
 
 
Example 
 
An example for an application of PPPath is given in Figure 3. It shows the catchment of a 
pumping well including also an adjacent spring in a two-dimensional, shallow, unconfined 
gravel aquifer. 
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Figure 3 Example of the location of the mean boundary of the catchment (black) and 

uncertainty bandwidth (red) of a pumping well and a spring in an aquifer with 
constant equivalent hydraulic conductivity. The variance of Y=ln(K) is chosen to 
σ2

Y=0.2, and the correlation length to ΙY=100m. The red square dots indicate well 
and spring positions, the blue lines are head isolines, bright blue cells indicate 
lateral inflow, dark blue cells are constant head cells; and grey cells are 
impermeable. The shown domain is of size 2300m x 3300m. 
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Limitation of liability 
 
Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, tort, contract, or otherwise, shall the 
authors be liable to you or any other person for any indirect, special, incidental, or 
consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for loss of 
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial 
damages or losses. 
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